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Efficiency in crop and livestock production has always been considered to be the key to understanding the economic competitiveness of different farm sizes. Differences in efficiency is considered to be the driving force behind farm consolidation and resulting changes in farm size structure. The tool used to portray efficiency is termed a long-run average cost function, showing the cost per unit of production at different farm sizes. The long-run average cost function is conventionally shown as "L" shaped with significantly large decreases in cost of production until moderate sizes are reached, with little decline thereafter. Under this framework we might expect that small farms would largely disappear because of their competitive cost disadvantage, yet this has not occurred. In fact, even though average farm size continues to increase, small farms show evidence of remaining a permanent fixture in agriculture. This suggests that some processes used in estimating long-run cost functions by size of farm may need to be re-examined.

Long-run production costs include conventional operating costs (fertilizer, feed, etc.) as well as ownership costs for depreciable inputs. In the latter case this involves depreciation, interest in investment and other ownership costs, for the least cost durable asset set at each farm size. Sometimes it is concluded that there are major size economies in farm production because small farms would have very high durable asset ownership costs per unit of production if they were to use the same asset set as large farms. However, the optimal durable asset set for small farms is different than that for larger farms. Hence, one must be careful not to conclude that small farms are necessarily inefficient simply because they do not have the size to justify the equipment set used by larger farms.

In addition, labor costs must be included in long-run costs and this involves considerable complexity. In costing operator labor, economists conventionally use an opportunity cost concept where labor used in agricultural production is valued at its alternative use outside agriculture. Sometimes this is used in a very short-run context, valuing labor at its immediate alternative return in the surrounding area. Some have broadened this to value agricultural labor according to the abilities, education and training of the operator. Regardless of how it is measured, a major problem arises when it is assumed that all small farms have an identical opportunity labor cost.

A different perspective of labor opportunity cost helps us to understand why many small farms continue to remain in production. This approach values the opportunity cost of farm operator labor as that return necessary to meet family income targets. Under this approach where operators and/or spouses have full or part-time earnings outside agriculture, the necessary return (or cost) required from agriculture is less than for those who depend exclusively on agriculture earnings.

Clearly full or part-time nonfarm employment opportunities for farm families are greatest in proximity to cities, leading to lower agricultural opportunity labor costs (the consequential agricultural return necessary to meet family income targets). Interestingly, small farms constitute their greatest proportion around cities. In less densely populated areas where nonfarm employment opportunities are fewer, returns from agriculture required to meet family income targets are higher, leading to greater pressure for farm consolidation.

It then becomes difficult to generalize the cost of operator labor in agriculture, particularly for small farms. At one extreme are retirees, those with sufficient investment returns or those families with very high outside earnings who require little or no agricultural returns to meet family income target levels. In these cases labor may not even involve a cost. It could be argued that in rare cases agricultural labor has a negative cost, where labor on farm is used in a recreational sense. At the other extreme are those small farms depending entirely on farm earnings to meet family needs, thus having a much higher opportunity labor cost.

The result of this is that efficiency of production for small farms is a very elusive concept because it is difficult to economically measure many behavioral forces. One way this is exhibited is by asking the question of which producers would remain in production were the price of an agricultural product significantly reduced for an extended period of time? Normally it is thought that small producers would face higher economic pressure than larger producers. For many small producers this would certainly be the case, yet others may face less economic pressure to discontinue production than large producers because they have income from other sources.

Interesting policy questions arise from the issues raised above. It is clear that if having a greater proportion of small farms is an objective, greater availability of nonfarm employment would contribute to that objective. For grain commodity policy the issues become very complex because small farm producers do not equally value program benefits. Last is the broad issue of how much gain in efficiency would be gained by a reduction in small farms. The implication of the labor issues discussed here suggest that it is not as great as previously thought.
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